LikesXL SUPERCHARGED Explained:
Right now, there are 2 sides to LikesXL
1. LikesXL Classic
2. LikesXL International
You can get to both sites from this page:
https://members-int.likesxl.com/

LikesXL Classic:
The €50 pack business is LikesXL Classic and will continue to payout for you until
all your €50 packs have matured. The classic side no longer sells €50 packs so
once they have matured for you, you no longer need LikesXL Classic.

To access, there is a separate login page for LikesXL Classic:
https://members.likesxl.com/signin

To continue to earn on the €50 packs until they mature:

REQUIREMENTS:
• Simply view 10 ads per day
• Keep your monthly €2 monthly membership active

That's it!

IMPORTANT: YOU MUST USE purchase at least 1 Bid Pack (€10) by September
1st 2017 or the LikesXL International account is removed. (If you have packs in
LikesXL Classic, simply transfer them over, see simple video instruction below)

LikesXL International (€10 Bids Packs):
LikesXL International is the new platform for daily income earnings from very
affordable €10 packs!

Same as before. You earn daily on each pack, but instead of €50 packs, the packs
are now €10 packs. The more €10 Bids Packs you have the more you earn.

When you or new members open an account they have a free Gold Membership
and free 12 layer downline upgrade for the 1st 30 days in LikesXL International.

Login page for LikesXL International is: https://members-int.likesxl.com/signin

REQUIREMENTS:
• Only watch 5 ads per day
• Keep monthly membership active

PRODUCT: €10 packs give you 20 Bids each on the auction platform that you can
use for incredible deals.

IMPORTANT: From the dashboard under the ‘Payment’ tab, follow the
instructions to add your identification documents. Everyone must do this.

Your NEW LikesXL International Referral Link is:
https://members-int.likesxl.com/ref[yourIDnumber] (so remember to change all
advertising to your new referral link using YOUR ID number on the end)

Here is your new landing page link:
https://landingpage.likesxl.com/en/[yourIDnumber] (Add YOUR ID number on
the end)

The new Bids Packs will give you much FASTER INCOME with the ability to build
up to twice the number of packs as before (8,888), giving you a bigger income
opportunity from watching the ads and earning daily without sponsoring a single
person!!

The easy way to get your €10 Bids Packs into LikesXL International:

1. Transfer money from your available amount in LikesXL Classic using the
voucher on your dashboard.

2. Bitcoin!

3. Bank wire/transfer

4. The new WB21 ewallet payment system

(FULL instructions on how to do each one is on the new LikesXL International site
- From the dashboard just click 'TOP UP' to see it)

WATCH VIDEO BELOW FOR SIMPLE VOUCHER INSTRUCTIONS TO GET YOU UP
AND RUNNING FAST

